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TASTE .  AND ONE’S OWN TASTE 

]five senses ofwhich 

newly opened bottle of wine for smell I remember red 

ambience of first light afore sunrise 

how cold how fresh a morning is 

a sleeping bag 

a face exposed to see the stars go away 

pass 

for morning 

the sound of a beach 

taste orange juice 

to put oneself among 

an environment favorable to preference 

say experience having experienced 

preference is upon 

and were social company 

is 
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HYPERSTITUOSITY HYPERSTITION PARANOIA AND THE VIRTUES OF ETHNOASTRONOMY 

O to name a star nor 

an other soul shall know 

a folklore is 

genetic 

phylogenetic nor only say 

the genesis of idea 

had I not previously known ideas are social like 

language 

as is naming 

the ethnoastronomics of folklore are 

how we get along 

are not the ethnoastronomics of folklore how we get along 

a question is simple and 

were I to have only answers [then] 

there once was a papyral text referred to as monologic in 

form 

like aristotle is monologic 

upon research [things] are said 

understood 

[foundations] 

and whether aesop was male or female I believe aristophanes was female 

inthat a community of women withheld lovin’ from 

their husbands in the interest of war prevention 

[it] 

is important to me that aristophanes is female 

the aristophanes dialogicism 

the shakespearean trajedic dialogicism 

others 

[comedies] 

[including those divine] 

and the novel including 

ernest hemingway’s six word novel is or is not dialogic 

a baby name book has fifty thousand baby first names found at new bookstores 

including definitions of names etymologically speaking 

to be added to family names for various certificates and licenses throughout 

a lifetime 

that one call something 

what does the something grow into 

what permanance does the something have now called something 

and soundness to the name itself denotatively mentioned 

now attached to 

the most permanant [thing] imaginable 
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IN THE EVENT 

the cataclysm 

when there is no more sun to warm the earth like 

maurice sendak is 

the movie nor the book 

a boy and his imagination and 

the sun 

[gone] 

flashlights to last a rationed month and 

the canned food 

to get cold with blankets and 

blankets 

I have heard it best to die in winter 

in snow 

subzero temperatures fahrenheit 

kelvin eventual and 

dead before likely 

quietly 

and still the wind were one 

to open their windows as they had 

one year prior 

june 

ask were it preferable to die of hunger 

ask were it preferable to die of hypothermia 

and with one’s eyes open outdoors 

the stars 

for the others still 

shine and 

the center of familiarity were now 

only gravity and 

without light 

without that which causes heat 

in the event 

were no act of god like tornado is act of god 

the sun just 

runs out of fuel 

the planets still orbit I cannot say 

because 

[because] 
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WHERE TICKS RESIDE 

1]  weeping willow trees 

2]  dense forests that are dark and echo 

3]  one single full deciduous tree in the desert southwest in the middle of a 

parking lot 

ticks are arachnids 

ticks suck ingest digest blood 

ticks are one millimeter and rounded in shape in my familiarity with ticks 

a tick can be removed from one’s neck with a burning match and the burning 

match blown out and the smoldering hot match end applied to the revealed end of 

the tick attached to the neck of someone if one were to yank the tick from the 

neck of the neck person the tick head would remain in the neck of the neck 

person lyme disease may be associated with tick saliva 

birds may have ticks in their feathers 

canines who roam the forests may have ticks on their skin 

birds may eat ticks 

lizards may eat ticks their skin is too thick for a tick to bite through 

ticks may fly through the air on the backs of ornithological birds sucking 

blood and drop from the birds back into another habitat one hundred miles away 

to start a new colony of ticks 

_ 

weeping willow 

hard trunk 

lakeside 

two hundred feet tall and 

a vines bending to 

the ground each 

leaves all the way to the bottomest part 

the vine 

thousands of vines from 

the top of the trunk 

deciduous 

a leafed vines float with 

a moving air like 

willow 

with the wind 
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THE TIDES 

the mud afore 

sunrise 

hard mud 

some puddles 

the sun will rise soon the opposite side of the ocean 

arrives 

quickly and 

ankle deep 

to be a mile from natural shore 

concern and 

knee deep 

the ocean water 

a shell 

the natural shore 

a water laps as standard upon 

shell in my pocket 

cochlear 

pointed on one end 

I have never harvested a clam at 

low tide 

my army shovel foldable army shovel bent at 

the hard mud and 

bivalve paste is only 

so good 
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ONTOLOPOLIS 

the city knew itself and 

the city planner 

whether land developers are 

allowed 

whether for profit kindergarten through twelfth grade schools and 

regional fossil fuels and 

were the local publishers including 

radio 

accepting questions 

and the heighth of billboards is a city ordinance including 

neon 

the school board is elected and will always be elected say 

the parents 

I agree 

damnit 

not only [because] 

school board members can go on to run for governor 

signatorially 
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TOEJAM THEORY AND A THEORETICS OF METAPHOR: BUNIONISM NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH 

GOUTISM 

gravity is not strange 

one point o 

the value of gravity comparable 

point one seven the moon 

point three three mars 

the weight of the universe is one as well and not to confuse a thought 

gravity is one point o 

one does not develop leg muscles until they walk 

in regards to gravity 

becomes good at walking 

[good] 

in consideration of the weight of a body upon 

a feet bottoms 

callouses 

develop 

with regard to barefoot upon pavement barefoot within kswiss tennis shoes 

barefoot within ski boots barefoot within hippie sandals barefoot within roller 

skates 

there exist roller skates which are improperly sized 

cause foot feet anomalies by any word 

there are diets inwhich people swallow food 

food in regards to gravity is brought to a feet to nutritize [them] 

a food may or may not gather 

form lumps 

can be lanced like a boil 

I once saw a work of painted two dimensional modern art painted in the nineteen 

twenties inwhich a lumped boil as lanced had demonic faces 

[speculation] 

[they] were [let] out and wanted 

to stay 
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LOCKED TO THE BICYCLE RACK 

were the single speed with the single front brake 

rear brake removed evidence the rear brake removed 

caught my attention nor 

rack 

flat handlebars 

slick road tires 

toe cages 

nice color choice 

next to the five speed 

stepover 

seventies color blue-ish with rust 

the three speed handlebars 

of course 

I knew an identical yellow with rear rack with hinge for 

books 

the single shifter at the stem 

schwinn 

next to 

the old mountain bicycle 

twenty four speed 

standard late eighties 

decaying styrofoam grips 

the wide plastic covered foam seat with a chunk of the plastic worn gone 

the u lock 

the cable lock 

the u lock 

and 

the u lock locked to the bicycle rack with no bicycle 

the front of 

the public library 
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PANOPERATIVE 

upon the action of panacaeicism 

the purple pill 

no no 

were airborne nor 

ingested 

a resemblance of sunburn an 

heated sensation and 

done 

the 

panoperative nor operative inthat 

there are no parameters when there are no 

parameters 

[what is a parameter] [question] 

[were dictionary language] 

I know a good movie someone once mentioned without 

mentioning a movie 

I once watched apocalypse now seven days in a row 

I once pondered jurassic park seven days in a row including 

mesozoic 

[a broader thought to include trilobytes] 

were a characters present a screenwrite’s panoperative panacaeism 

the purple pill 

squished like sugar into five hundred grams of coffee 

I prefer folgers and maxwell house is good once was three dollars 

the full size at walgreens 

folgers is twelve at a local grocer sells organic meat 

I boil my own potatoes 

salmon is good 

french dressing when 

I was a child I ate lettuce raw without dressing with my fingers 

there are acceptable dimensions given 

an established teleology of telos afore an ends are sought thus achieved 

upon an established telos 

the operative domain is an α alpha level [eh] nor 

statistically speaking though 

active 

that I go to [get] ice cream eg orange with chocolate chips and there is no 

orange chocolate chip ice cream today I believe 

I will have the chocolate chocolate chip please 
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SYMPATHY AND THE DEVIL OF SYMPATHY 

on why I do not believe in hell [because] 

I have not located a place 

having learned and believed in 

the molten core re 

twenty five thousand miles circumference around the equator of the earth 

the one inwhich 

clouds are as high as eighty thousand feet in the air 

whisp 

were the sympath 

a teacher once told me the word empathy 

[puke] 

nor the empath I later decided [because] 

I do not believe in an heat index as al roker mentions 

forty degrees is sweater weather 

I decide 

whether I 

am 

too hot or 

not 

enough 

that eighty feel like ninety five because of humidity 

I decide 

nevertheless 

the socks or lack thereof 

the heat index is a social consideration of fahrenheit and 

from al roker 

say empath 

regardless what color glasses he wears 

say empath regarding 

an ascription of how to go about my outdoorsiness for the day 

kelvin makes sense and is only a translation 

seventy fahrenheit is three ninety kelvin [question] 

the empath and the pyramid of empathy and 

the started empath 

the self started empath 

o to believe 

[what is in it for me] [and] 

[why would I care] [and] 

[what logic is associated with empathy] 

[what reason is associated with empathy] [and] 

[were insurance associated] 
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WAITING FOR THE MAIL 

folding chair 

secret decoder ring expected 

the ignatians are in sauk city 

it is sunny out 

I have a book to read 

near brown grass time 

elk for thanksgiving 

ho hum 
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WHETHER CHUCK E CHEESE TOKENS WORK AT THE BATTING CAGE 

they are slightly smaller 

I once put hardware store washer after washer into a vending machine 

twenty percent return 

twelve balls per token at the batting cage 

the equivalent of 

one game of skeeball were there 

a likeness 
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THE OFFSET SUN 

it is four pm 

a perennials will return 

march 

a natural colors to earth 

the same color sky 

sundown in winter is 

clear and 

without colors 

the horizon 

I expect snow november twenty two 

[october] 
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AND PHILOSOPHY 

is not [of] nor 

regard what I do not know and have not known 

[it] is simple 

[really] 

the [thing] about cataclysms is 

no relation to a picnic 

and philosophy as 

title 

in the conjoin of philosphers say 

do they look the same 

is there a buffet table at 

the weekend conference inwhich 

words 

upon potato salad and 

is this your coat 

[may I] 

do you know who the keynote speaker is 

have you tried the brisket 

thanks for letting me know 

[the mustard on my chin] 

by the way 

do you have a philosophy [question] 

no name dropping from me 

[someone] 

it was john dewey said _social intercourse_ over and again 

terminologically [vocabularically] [denotatively] [connotatively] [curiously] 

[scientifically] [instrumentally] [pragmatically] 
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THIRTY DEGREE ANGLE SKYWARD WITHIN SHIELD DARK ON EXTERIOR 

light 

within 

through 

what is 

the unknown 

what is 

faith 

through 
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THE SCHOLAR AND THE SYMBOLIC FORM 

THE KNOWN SCHOLAR THE SCHOOL 

were conceptual the school as philosophy 

the school as building 

lycee 

lyceum where 

the scholar forms 

a school 

the classroom 

the student asks 

a question 

[when] 

from the desk 

my style of hand raising 

a finger or hand politely raised 

not to be offensive to 

the professor 

may otherwise 

another student among 

fifteen 

were the professor 

were the teacher 

naturally offensive as 

their vocation 
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BRACKET BEWILDERING 

[BEWILDERING] 

thus 

[thus] 

bewildering is a concept 

bewildering is a question 

bewildering is attention 

bewildering is warrant 

bewildering is the germ of research 

bewildering is the spark of research 

bewildering is herald 

bewildering may or may not be comparative 

bewildering may or may not be call for decision 

bewildering may or may not be change agent 

bewildering may or may not have been experienced by others previously 

bewildering smells 

bewildering may or may not have its own adjective 

bewildering cannot be diffused though diffused 

= 

and 

were it [good] I have never eaten a magnet 

nor symptoms yet 
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WITHIN ARCHITECTURE 

a columns 

tall ceilings nor 

furniture 

there is an architect an idea nor 

the land when 

within 

there is purpose to physical structure 

the house of 

worship 

and there were a moment when structure is unnoticed for 

reason 
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MYTHOLOGY AND THE LABYRINTH 

to say maze is to say destination were 

faith 

a social circles like folklore mention 

an origin fromwhich 

temptations and 

there were deaths 

beloveds 

say life passes there were a fair as every autumn 

I grow old 

as they have always been old [see] 

the labyrinth there were 

[said of heaven] [for their no longer] [though for the living] 

[said] 

destination and physical and 

there is no remark 

mythology though myth itself 

what I appreciate 

I include 
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THE PUBLISHED POET 

nor to write 

and having written as writers 

do 

writing is a discipline requires 

to have an audience having been an 

audience 

I once enjoyed the new republic magazine as 

audience 

decided readers of the new republic magazine were my 

audience 

once published in fence magazine 

walt whitman was self published 
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CARNIVAL THE CARNAL 

were the tribe and 

once 

gathered 

meat and flesh and sex and there were fire 

and thought is 

tomorrow 

what is reverent and history when 

a gathered ways of indulgence 

all of the histories and 

what is smothered say 

what does taste good and cannot be refuted as 

tasting [good] 

it were tradition to say 

[now] 

and again for season upon 

and there is no peace 

and there is no word for peace 

and there is no word for language 

and were there a drum and 

strung by the same animal’s parts for 

sound 

the night is the visible moon 

and clouded to regard 

omnipotent were 

geology and 

an hazed trees against whatever fire 

libations though 

spirit 

tomorrow is civil 

tomorrow is differently religious when 

an ash from 

is left to the rain 

follows from the clouds for 

purpose and 

fertility 
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ON THE EXISTENCE OF TWO UNIONS THE SAME CAUSE 

that collective bargaining exist for the cause 

endorsed by a budgeteers that one collective bargain exist 

endorsed by a collective that contractual expectations exist 

that two unions exist in of the same cause with one budgeteer 

that collectives select a representative union in regards to contractual 

expectations 

that union dues be mandated 
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THE SQUIRREL CHASING THE SQUIRREL 

to be born in spring 

when the leaves 

start 
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ENTELECHY 

boring oneself and those around by an interpreted mention of 

the world of forms called 

entelechy 

at first notice of 

entelechy 

in a book by umberto eco as entelechy related to saint thomas aquinas of 

aristotle 

entelechy 

so a theory 

that all matter 

[thus] 

noticed 

the matter is cause to say 

[beauty] 

were the matter incomplete and still recognized as beauty the matter would be 

complete 

and abled for [beauty-ness] 

otherwise to wait for 

[interpretation] 

the matter as cause nevertheless 

a matter as geological stone eg 

eroded and fallen to a river’s edge however nor 

unmoved mover cause 

were a water and wind cause ask 

what moves water and wind [to erode what is in a path] 

[…] 

the [unmoved mover] is cause 

operatively 

the cause for interpreation [beauty] is completed 

having been moved and not having been moved though 

[complete] to say 

finality 

[to grant a word] [to grant a concept previously understood] 

[applied] [as language] 

whether presented or [no] 
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THE MUDHEAD 

and the timex 

I am not aware of an automatic timex though 

indiglo 

nor sleep with a pillow and 

the wooden new age pillow nor sleep with a pillow 

balsa is not so soft for sleeping and too 

cottonwood 

I would imagine 

I sanded the corporate logo from the balsa pillow 

I have never owned an electric chisel 

anyway 

timex wristwatches are loud 

every second 

all night 

the indiglo is good though timex wristwatches are loud to sleep with 

one’s wrist beneath one’s ear 

that people are made of mud say clay 

I cannot say certainly though 

[speculation] 

the tympany drum is or is not named for 

the tympanic membrane 

the orchestra with 

the one precise kettle bong in the two hour symphony concert of 

brass 

woodwinds 

strings 

and the tympany drum is 

and with foot pedal 

the big horizontal drum 

the drummer with the round padded mallet stands all concert for 
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TWO HUNDRED BONES NOVEMBER ONE 

gonna walk with some cash 

me and my cash 

two hundred bones in my pocket 

gonna walk with some cash whereever 

I feel like going 

the store for a cola gonna sit on the stoop 

drink me my cola 

whittle some with my pocket knife 

that is about it 

take some bread home from the store and 

some eggs for morning 

two hundred bones november one 
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ON MILLIONS OF YEARS_ 

AND THE COAGULATION OF PHILOSOPHY 

TO CERTAINTY 

A ROCK [THUS] AND 

NO ONE TO NAME THE ROCK AFTER 

ALL THE DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID HAS BEEN SWISHED AROUND 

WHETHER THERE ARE PARAMETERS TO THE UNIVERSE 

MENTION 

THE COAGULATIVE BALL OF EVERYTHING PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED 

HAS NOT AND CANNOT THINK OUTSIDE OF ITSELF 

THE WEIGHT OF THE UNIVERSE IS ONE 

IS INCLUSIVE OF THE GIANT COAGULATIVE BALL OF EVERYTHING 

WHETHER [THEY] LIKE [IT] OR NOT 

ON MILLIONS OF YEARS WERE 

A FENCE BROUGHT A REPUBLICAN PEACE OF MIND WERE 

A FENCES TAMED THE WEST 

WERE CONTINENTALISM CALLED ANALYTICISM CALLED WESTERNISM CALLED WESTERNISM 

WESTERNISM 

AND I AGREE 

CROCODILES ARE A PARTICULARLY OLD SPECIES AS ARE 

SHARKS 

TURTLES 

TRILOBYTES 

[cont] 
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[cont] 

CLAMS 

SOME ALGAES ARE PARTICULARLY OLD 

PLANKTON IS OR IS NOT THE SAME AS ALGAE 

I AM NOT FAMILIAR WITH METHANE BASED LIFE FORMS OF THE YELLOWSTONE WYOMING 

VARIETY THOUGH [CERTAINLY] THEY MUST BE DARN OLD 

PLATYHELMENTHES ARE OLD 

SOME FUNGUS 

FERNS ARE OLD TOO 

SOME TUBERS ARE OLD GROW INTO MORE TUBERS OF THE SAME SPECIES 

I SAW A FICTION DINOSAUR MOVIE WITH DRAGONFLIES SO DRAGONFLIES MUST BE OLD and 

mosquitoes 

SOME ROCKS ARE OLDER THAN OTHERS 

SEDIMENTARY ROCKS BY SAND SETTLING ON OCEAN AND LAKE FLOORS WATER EVAPORATING 

NOR AS OLD 

A SPOUTED METAMORPHIC ROCKS FROM OLD AND NEW VOLCANOES 

AN IGNEOUS ROCKS EXIST UNDER GROUND UNDER PRESSURE FOR EONS 

OTHER OLD [THINGS] ARE 

REACTIVE TO THE ELEMENTS 

RAIN WIND 

A GHOST TOWN A BUILDINGS ERODE AND 

ROADS 

NATURE RECLAIMS INCLUDING WHAT IS CIVILIZATION IS TROPISM [IS A POEM] 
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ON INTENTIONAL DEVIANCE 

were source of authotity recognized 

were source of rule recognized 

were the transgression of rule recognized knowing rule 

on a rule inwhich one chooses to transgress inwhich 

one recognizes no other will be brought harm 

one recognizes one other will be brought harm 

one is hungry 

that one is hungry is or is not important regarding 

rule 

whether one will evade capture in transgressing the rule 

whether transgressing a rule is morally wrong 

whether transgressing a rule is legally wrong 

whether transgressing a rule is a sin 

moral wrong is social wrong 

ethical wrong is financial wrong 

legally wrong is voted upon by senators and may be in a senator’s vote as a 

moral rule as an ethical rule 

canonical wrong 

intentional deviance and having gotten away with deviance 

understanding deviance 

nor social knowledge by others of having gotten away with deviance 

whether conscience is canonical 

having established a potential harm afore 

a deviance 

and were an other written of in a newspaper inwhich 

an identical deviance 

and what conscience of others inwhich a similar deviance inwhich 

the bulk food item 

salted pistachio sign says _no eating from the bulk food containers_ at the 

grocery store and 

to have one pistachio and 

to leave the shell in the apple barrel 
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THIRTY FIVE MILLIMETER SLIDE PROJECTOR 

identical to my forty four inch sony television inthat 

two dimensional lighted images exist for 

the viewer and 

the sony television broadcast channels are moving images and 

the slide projector projects still images 

captured by an older model camera with film developed by a camera film developing company 

the seventy millimeter cinematographic camera of film directors captures frame by frame 

moving images when projected through a film projector at a rapid rate causes a film still 

images to appear as moving 

the slide projector is used by art historians in 

darkened conference rooms 

shone upon silver screen as kodak slide carousel images 

the shower may or may not point a laser pointer at a still images 

to illustrate particular aspects of the images such as 

[halo] 

the slide projector has an intensely hot light bulb 

shines behind the transparent thirty five millimeter photographic slide 

light bulbs burn out 

during presentation on occasion 

light bulbs are replaced 

thirty five millimeter slide projectors plug into 

one hundred ten volt outlets in walls in north america 

two hundred twenty volt outlets in walls in europe 

adaptors exist atween one hundred ten volt outlets and two hundred twenty volt outlets 

I once stuck a wire into both sockets in a one hundred ten volt outlet 

to light a cigarette 

sparks flew 

I found another way 

on two dimensions 

never read the _flat earth_ book 

do not care to 

I expect my two dimensional thirty five millimeter slide projector to remain 

two dimensional 

that two dimensions exist within three dimensions 

silver screens topple on occasion 

need to be picked up from their groundly position 

that a presentation continue 
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OCTOBER HOLLOW 

echo 

were gray the sky unto 

nor rain 

tomorrow the sabbath and 

I remember education like 

a child 
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THE TRANSPORT TO THE ALIEN WORLD 

with one sun anda 

moon 

I have not been invited yet 

I am on my fifth volkswagen presently 

like national public radio 

just to mention 

there should be windows 

like my volkswagen 
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A BIOGRAPHY TWO HUNDRED YEARS AFTER RALPH WALDO EMERSON’S DEATH BY 

MARY OLIVER 

REVIEW 

ralph waldo emerson wrote a poem called 

_circles_ inwhich 

civilizations come and go and come and go like nature 

ralph waldo emerson lectured at harvard divinity school 

ralph waldo emerson college of publishing and printing does or does not exist 

in nineteen ninety 

transcendentalism was a club ofwhich ralph waldo emerson was a part of mary 

oliver mentions in her essay 

I am not familiar with puritanism ofwhich new england is associated with in its 

early history and may still have been in the late seventeen hundreds and early 

eighteen hundreds 

ralph waldo emerson invented the oversoul 

ralph waldo emerson may have been a mentor to henry david thoreau 

if I am not mistaken manual working lobstermen in the boston area in the 

eighteen hundreds had free lobster lunches written into their union contracts 
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ON PURE LANGUAGE WRITTEN IN NO COMPANY 

INCLUDING PHONETICALLY 

etymological [question] 

written ink on paper 

including phonetically 

sound audio 

_ 

nor anyone else’s language and 

meant for [all] as 

[perfect] 

_ 

nor quite released yet 

one more review 

then 

a publisher 

were I to agree to the u s currency contract 
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THE GARAGE SALE 

first of spring 

a cleaning of shelves 

a stickered amounts 

a folding tables 

the driveway the sign in front 

*giant garage sale 

were attic clothing 

discolored tupperware 

a books on end 

someone in a lawn chair with 

seventies music at 

low volume eight am sunglasses 

how much for the books 

[.25] each 

here is [.75] thanks 

were three volume trade paperback solzhenitzin 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VERNACULAR LANGUAGE IS 

its importance were 

an etymological foundations discarded 

were a foundations discarded thus 

a language fluid and again and 

the importance of vernacular language is a language users 

pride as 

etymologically advanced among similarly foundational 

etymological foundation vernacularities 

without regard to an origins I cannot say actual fluidity were there no 

disregard of other vernacularities as well to say 

one travels and a languages are again retogethered on occasion I cannot say 

absolutely as there are numerous varieties of regional relationships that may 

or may not be related to bartering and the exchange of currency 

vernacular examples may include ocean lifestyles agrarian lifestyles economic 

lifestyles such as stock exchange lifestyles teaching and literary lifestyles 

[eg] 

vernacular language may be usefull among those related to a particular 

lifestyles in a manner of efficiency practicality and social life 

may advance generationally with and without regard to etymological foundations 
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SPIRITUALISM AND RILKE 

somewhat new age in nineteen twelve 

sonnets more like free syllable haiku than petrarchan or elizabethan 
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AUGIE 

when the dam 

before the dam 

float to the confluence 

the waters may or may not be equal in color 

and highwater a faster water 

there once were a train once headed 

a bridge over 

to elsewhere 

the sauks the ignatians mentions augie 
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THE QUIETEST BODY OF WATER 

crepuscular 

and the sunrise lake 

a reflected eastern light and 

through a shored tree leaves 

but for a smell near 

autumn 

crisper than yesterday 
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SUBSTITUTE SUBSTITUTE VERB 

the stand in 

the second chair 

the shadow 

the minor 

the substitute teacher 

substitutes for 
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WHAT TRIBAL LAND MAY I FIND TAX FREE CIGARETTES INNA WISCONSIN 

cigarettes are [really] expensive 

[you know] [colloquial] and 

unhealthy 

did you know SURGEON GENERAL’S WARNING: Quitting Smoking Now Greatly Reduces 

Serious Risks to your health. 

[and PREGNANCY] [no kidding] though 

the united states currency savings 

[no kidding] 

five cartons for the cost of three 
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ON THE PREEMPTION OF PREEMPTING 

were silence 

[desirably] 

[as pavlonially acquired] 

and it is never my subject anyway 

it is cause is 

mine is 

your preemption 

your preemption of preempting 

and efficiency is related to time and 

teleology is 

mine 

and telos 
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DOWNTOWN THERE WAS AN HELPFUL LIBRARIAN 

not the public one she 

ignores me 

and said the research librarian down the street 

there is another library 

you will have to go to 

the archive library 

mile or two west 

and her superlibrarian over her shoulder said 

true true 

mile or two west 

the archive library 

so I went to the ninth floor 

looked at glass case books from 

seventeen hundreds 

had lunch at the museum 

_something about socioeconomic comparative curriculum history related and what 

to do with history upon having realized history including near narrative 

historiographic accounts of forty fifth to fifty fifth percentile bodily 

dimensioned people with electricity connected to their varietal domiciles in 

regards to childrearing and affects of childrearing as interpreted twenty years 

after the children turned eighteen years of age and relation to formal 

kindergarten through twelfth grade school classroom outcomes_ 

was the dissertator she was a woman I gathered from the title page 

the last time I held it in my hand 
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THE FASHION OF UNDERCLOTHING 

clean collar exposed aneath 

a dry cleaned dress shirt 

should not smell 

a collar is all that is required [actually] 

and 

white boxers 

socks to show at the ankles proper color holes okay 

proper fabric 

_ 

and outerwear 

the handmade driving cap to wear on walks 

sorrel boots 

nothing else 

perhaps a wraparound silk skirt 

so the neighbors 

skin turns red in cold weather 

returns to natural color at room temperature 

I once jumped from a jacuzzi into a pile of deep snow 

rolled around 

jumped back into the jacuzzi 

thinking of red skin 

a jacuzzi is one hundred and two degrees 

on a late morning walk with snow on the ground a cold air walk may be twenty 

five degrees 

[psa] 
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ON THE INVENTION OF MYTHOLOGY 

were stanley kubrick the caveman discovered a long wooden bone clobbered a pig 
and eventually another tribe 

on the invention of mythology 

may or may not be said mythology is or is not superstition whether 
fact based like 
seventy millimeter film or 
a potence of factuality in an interest of storytelling regarding digital 
cinematography like 
cerberus is 
a three headed dog and 
who can contest 
hydra 
the giant water serpent lost its only head to grow two others in the one heads 
place 

and there are dinosaurs [indeed] and there are flying dinosaurs [because] 
paleontologists said so and continue to say so with 
their own deoxyribonucleic acid 

on the invention of mythology 

for heroes 
was a great man he won a war [recently] [how long a legend] [and how to decide 
if there is a better hero before me] [inwhich I shall go to another pancake 
breakfast just for all the heroes though one in particular won a war] 
[recently] [and or recently rediscovered] [uncovered at a veteran’s library] 
[wow] [indeed] [what a good man he was] [and his wife] [and these pancakes are 
as good as they have always been] [all you can eat] 

mythology vocabulary to honor an existing 

mythology to explain 

there were a flood related to sin 

there were a forest fire one million acres claimed one single life and 
the forest will be exposed to soil erosion animals and plants will not 
propagate for one hundred years until the forest is the same stature it 
previously was there was a municipality among most unharmed 

say fire is reverence say respect for fire and 
a fetish 

fish the source of food 
fish the lifestyle 
waterfront 
were a wind expected 
I call the wind [ ] and now 
I call the wind 
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HABIT 

there were clothing 

style 

there were a style of vocations 

and the habit of material in relation to other material mentions william james 

[1890] and 

I have not read the book and 

there were the habit of people in relation to material 

I mention what is gone about 

mention natural consequences to find oneself walking in the rain were or were 

not one’s dissuasion in walking in the rain in the future for finding oneself 

wet [after] may or may not be pleasurable 

and 

upon a reliable nature a reliable material environment one may expect that 

which is a consequence to an intentional act 

nor person to cause another person [skinnerian] 

mention a features of getting a wool blanket from a closet is an expectation of 

the material wool blanket and closet and to rest warmly is an expectation upon 

cause the closet door to open and reaching for the blanket and resting with a 

blanket upon oneself 

an habits decidedly as having been effective affective either consciously or 

unconsciously ten years [after] beginning a practice for three weeks may be 

permanent and without conscious consideration and may be considered [habit] in 

a teleological sense and the material practice may be generalizable to other 

tasks inthat the eg the fifteen year old blanket-getter may still be of a mind 

of developing preferential tastes ie cotton may be warm enough on a cool summer 

evening 

an intentional habit such as corporate brand preference with regards to an 

existing habit the likes of cane sugar soft drink 

an intentional habit such as genre of creative interest and research 

and fashion is a style and one’s own preference 

and one’s manner of commuting to their standard appearances elsewheres from 

their own home 
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STATING THE OBVIOUS 

GIVING THE OBVIOUS A NEW NAME 

CALLING THE OBVIOUS A GEOPOLITIC 

nor plagiarism were there never mention 

[sentry polaris] 

between rivers should be called _between rivers_ I hereby declare 

and ethnoastronomy 

and ethnocartography 

an anthropological regard 

and the latitudinal is a straight line were there 

a magnet at the north pole 
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GOOD DEED 

yesterday 

tomorrow a good deed 

all to muster 

I held a door for someone 

[in retrospect] 

good deeds are social nor 

a matter of accountancy were I 

behind on ill will 

‘would you like something to drink’? 

‘water please’ 

[eight ice cubes as I like] 

[a glass] 
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PARABOLIC EXTRACT OF OPPOSITISM 

xyz axis 

flies [about] were 

a line into 

a plane 

and then there were many to be considered reconsidered geometrically as 

a report to 

[authority] 

they were three dimensionally scatterplotted all about [sir] and 

the three dimensional wooden podium nor to be confused with the three 

dimensional pulpit is silent and 

an individual attempted to explain the idea of statistical presentation in four 

parts afore noting with laser pointer [in one of the twenty one listeners’ eye] 

‘three dimensions is far more complicated than a nominal graph however the 

nominal graph fits in a book 

nor a question of oppositism or synthetic hegel [just] a manner of reporting 

and were statistics including manner without value 

were the xyz axis removed upon a certainty of the graphing of the parabolic 

extract of oppositism to say 

‘most frequently perforated’ and ‘I do not recall’ 

‘what was the question’ 

‘as philosophy is innate to a question 

a shape of a lens 

a shape of a literary lens 
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RITUAL STUDIES IS 

quite simple 

anthropological [really] were there ritual] 

[were I invited] and 

to participate is more 

theological as anthropological [nor] say 

divine 

and were recollected as 

[I cannot say] 

[I once read a book from the university of notre dame book store 

[and 

[shall I return next week 
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HOMILETICS 

a social context 

I once required no microphone in front of three hundred people nor for 

need for loudness 

a social context what 

mentioned 

defined [nor] 

I drift away in homiletics like 

[poetics] 

were [categories] to say [neighbor] and 

[politics] to regard secular taxation and 

I drift away in homiletics like 

[who is the violinist keeps looking down] and 

[I once said ‘hello’ to a cellist] and 

[the kindergarten piano teacher old lady with her own old lady mother violaist 

was okay] and 

I drift away in homiletics like 
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WERE VOCATION ONE HOUR THE SABBATH 

were vocation exterior to one hour per seven days 

were vocation ministry 

were vocation ministry scheduled 

were avocation exterior to scheduled vocation 

_ 

and the avocational life 

I like pineapples and spicy food 

more of a snow vacationer than beach vacationer though 

I appreciate acts of god such as waves and forest fires and avalanches and 

rainbows and the smell after rainstorms 

not so into frisbees and rather proud however I once hula hooped five minutes 

inna row 

I enjoy watching hummingbirds spar at the hummingbird feeder 

I notice a good thirty five hour candle lasts fifty five hours 

aristotle is good easy fireplace reading 

one planned good deed ahead of the good deed being completed is important on 

occasion 

what can be said appreciatively of primitive sports though rock climbing 

wrestling shotputing running jumping 

and to notice noticing is not necessarily participation 

poetic time periods within a particular geography may or may not be interesting 
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ON MEDIOCRITY 

is statistical 

is defensive 

is reliant 

is huddled 

is weekended 

air is not water 

on the animal kingdom and a thought of religiosity thereof 

is a children’s book 

what eats what 

hobbes was eaten conceptually by 

fica moustache nigger 

retirement in mind 

I always wanted a big hunk of land near 

some natural sound 

I do not celebrate mediocrity rather 

pope john paul ii flew to cuba shook hands with fidel castro 

plantains fried in mediterannean olive oil with cinnamon and sugar are tasty 

‘tasty’ is a silly word 

‘tasty’ is a philosphical word 

I never liked the word ‘tasty’ 

though tastyness may be curious nor 

foodie 

nor define mediocrity [because] 
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A MUSKELLUNGE 

is a gamefish 

is in the waters of the great lakes the same waters as wild rice 

is caught with a fifteen foot three pronged poseiden spear 

is arrowed with an arrow with twine attached 

is forty eight inches in length 

eats frogs and fallen birds and smaller fish 

has four centimeter long teeth are reknowned for a capacity for removing an 

anglers fingers as carnivores in slow waters 

spawn 

migrate 

are and or are not edible 
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PRIMATE RESEARCHERS THAT RESPOND TO PAVLOVIANISM 

on the consequence of limited funding upon 

written experimental method 

question 

of forty percent of requested budget 

[thus] 

a smaller question a primate researcher were interestee of 

1] the behavioral component of banana typology 

remains 

however 

after careful review 

2] the bedding study in one of two primate enclosures is changed from silk and 

wool to hay and the existing nonbedding of cement in relation to the 

procreativity study 

3] secondarily in relation to the temporality of postexistence including 

procreative studies 

 a] a brain matter is reviewed under microscope to determine whether the 

more procreative primates have plaque in their brains 

 b] the lesser procreative group in the study are observed their final 

moments for their humanity as previously defined afore the study 

on the consequence of interest and future publication the primate researchers 

are invited to present in hawaii 

given a coconut 
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HAVING ARRIVED AT THE PENULTIMATE 

greater than the ultimate and 

even moreso than the first time which had no word at all 

there is an hill yonder 

[eh] 
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DISEMBODIED POETICS 

the grommet hut 

three pin 

kept snow out 

melted in june 

when the tourists and 

the building 

for talking 

writing 

next to the slab with 

allan ginsberg atop 

I have never been to boulder 

disembodied poetics 

whether another is required 

poetics 

meditation is temporal and 

the egg timer 

dinged 

dung 

the clouds are not the same 

nearly autumn again 

nearly winter 

when a snow to fill an air 

a subject of poetics again 

the writing instrument 

penmanship 

without [otherwise] 

language is to say return say 

[answerability] [nor] [for say original] 
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AT THE FARM STORE NEAR THE TACO BELL 

equestrian gear 

shoes 

power tools 

coffee makers 

that is about it oh yeah and 

halloween candy 

I have not seen a lasso at the farm store 

and the big belt buckle the size of 

a silver oblong dinner plate 

is proof 

like the winner of the demolition derby is proof 

and the dairy queen was not operating the cash register 

the last time I was 

at the farm store and 

her mother was and grayed hair and sandpaper hands I could see from 

the checkout line purchasing 

grommets and stuff 

tools and stuff 

ya know 

so anyway 

diaries are good and all 

so anyway 

the cheesy gordita crunch is good and next door 

ya know 

salt licks are for elk as well 

sodium chloride 

whether farm store salt licks have iodine within and 

sea salt 

to impress 

ocean water has gold within in addition to sea salt and 

desalination 

may or may not exist at the farm store 

regarding 

evaporative debacterialization while camping 
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TO ASK A QUESTION 

of who 

were there a reason I would ask a question 

is there a nature to a question I would or would not ask 

I already have an object 

thanks 

may I say socratically 

of authority 
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THE FOUR HUNDRED ACRE FARM 

the fences gone and 

october again 

the browned corn still will be gone soon 

a stalks near to the earth and 

snowcovered again 

shown in the spring for 

the next 

there is a farm grows pumpkins for sale by the road and 

maple syrup 

they boil 

the wind across an open land 

I once shot a shotgun at a fencepost in january 

thanksgiving I 

plan to order elk or 

lamb 

I have a slow cooker 

the geese are starting and with 

sounds 
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THE HAIKU 

THE SPARK 

THE POP 

THE GERM WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ 

IT 

OR THE IDEA OF [NATURE] 

I CAN TELL YOU AND 

IT WOULD ONLY BE NARRATIVE 

IN THREE LINES LIKE 

A PAINTING A WATERCOLOR PAINTING AND 

MEMORABLE 

[MAY OR MAY NOT INCLUDE] [PEOPLE] AND 

THE LENS OF THE WRITER 

the rain 

and my eyes are closed 

cold rain 

were I an anthropologist to say 

I love you 

is a question 

alphabeticism 

is a young woman of eighteen 

the lock on her backpack 

[combination] 

there are twenty six letters in the alphabet 

she is in a library 

wearing 

a floral dress with long johns 

are you bicycling [question] 
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AND THE SUBJECT IS NOT MINE AND STILL 

because I have the only frame around the object 

is a challenge and still 

the frame remains because 

to change a frame is challenge to 

the contents of the frame 

which is sacred and it is not which rather 

a single frame 

[let] [for a while] 

the nature of art and 

it is no helioelectricocentrifugioinducedplasmoticismaticmembranousnewlife-

istism apparently eternal though ethereal certainly and 

curious 

to say the obelisk appeared one day after man was discovered by his own 

conscience 

[they] [from the group] [all] [touched it] 

the idea of the idea gets 

esoteric 

I refer to no individual named [esoteric] who played a transistor radio in her 

front yard night and day for years in a row 

never saw the individual 

the overgrown yard 

the sound 

a nearby neighborhood 

a white picket fence 

like all white picket fences surrounded the home 

the subject is about the subject 

the object is framed is 

phenomenal 
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PART TWO 

[pops] 
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the writing instrument 

leaded 

ink is 

from the molten core 
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paper is from a food processor the blended plant 

the cellulitic 

the parmesan cheese with 

wood 
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the brick burned 

the brick with sugar spaghetti 

the brick building burned 

insured 

like the cathedral 

burned 

brick 

nothing brick 

the peat brick 

burned 

the hay and mud 
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downtown said 

other 

at the swingset 

the playground 

whistle 

nor longer recess and 

weekend 
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the summer clovers 

die 

the four leaf clover 

the neighbor 

the social grass 

was her hometown 

where an antique 

store 

with local authors 
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and the names on 

old buildings 

new names 

one river confluence 

the next is 
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out of my window 

the ice cream 

shop 

a walk’s ice cream 

nothing doing 

saturday 

all of the neighborhood 

for there were no 

private school 

all of the neighborhood 

invented 

the park 
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the young child looked like her 

mother 
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the mascot 

took off his head 

halftime 

the mascot 

the pushup with 

someone on their 

back 

[the strong mascot] 
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three minutes 

one hundred eighty seconds 

firm 

the young girl the tank top 

the bellybutton 

the young churchwoman 

the tank top 

the feminist carpenter’s union 

denim vest 

fish for dinner 
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the salmon 

migration 

and the spawn of 

the muskellunge 

osteichthyes 

the bony fish 

the trout 

with the fork 

and the cartillagenous 

there are several 

types of sharks 
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the virality 

the movie star absorbed 

to win the academy award 

and the woman 

I can tell 

I am quite certain she 

has an uterus 
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I draw the line 

at 

parachuting 

and base jumping and 

I can imagine how 

[it] would save time 
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on having no friend 

[he] too 

is a psychopath 

[he] said so 

himself 

on the standardization of 

psychopathology as 

replacement for 

learning the alphabet and 

the shapes of numbers 

on people with united states currency taking initiative 

underwater the fish swum by 
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underwater 

the sound of the 

gravel 

sand at the shore 

appeasing a scary canine 

while trapped in my garage 

the noncanine 

[taxonomically] 

called the noncanine canine [taxonomically] 
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the gold star 

the physical gold star 
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the blood jar and the 

housefly 

the wandering 

ant 

the clean counter 
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she was not 

her proper noun 

heard me say 

and the cotton 

dress 

turkish 

nine hundred thread count 
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the nonteacher 

speaking to the class 

the teacher at 

the teacher’s desk 

the closed door 

classroom 

stale for air 
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the hood 

in the rain 

in the snow 

the crinkle of rain on 

jacket 

snow on jacket 
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the designation of 

the beatitudes 

thanksgiving 

the national holiday 

were no beatification 

to beatify 

the idea of beatification 

though unto 

a person were 

two miracles 

the manual labor of childbirth 
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and were the assumption of land 

and were the assumption of name 

and change 

and were the assumption of word 

and were the ascription of place 

were the entity 

water 
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where there is no 

water 

methane 

the form 

the content of ink 

the shape of ink is 

penmanship 
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the object 

the writer held and 

kept 

in a wooden box wrapped in 

cloth 

onna shelf 
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the sixth grader looked 

like 

she could be 

an eighth grader 

salmon 

downstream to the ocean 

to mature 
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on the uses of toothpicks 

1] picking teeth 

2] cleaning one’s inner ear 

3] to move a candle flame to a cigarette 

4] to poke obesity away from me 
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